
P U D U B O T  B O X
Let's fight against Covid-19 together

https://ldrtech.page.link/lorabots-homepage
https://ldrtech.page.link/lorabots-pudubot-box


Secured &
Stable Delivery

Contactless &
Autonomous
Delivery

The PuduBot Box is a closed delivery robot that 
autonomously and securely delivers goods to your 

designated destination without any contact.

Carries Big
Volume of Goods

3D Obstacle
Avoidance

Flexible Tray
Structure



Contactless Delivery

PuduBot Box reduces human-to-human contact by 
autonomously delivering goods to your designated 
destination.

Prevents potential spreading 
of viruses during an outbreak



Flexible Structure
The process from removing the trays to assembling 
the box can be completed in 3 minutes.

Can achieve 400 times of
food delivery per day

Carries big volume of 100L
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3D Obstacle Avoidance for
Safe Delivery

Stop immediately when confronting obstacles

2*INTEL® REALSENSE™ RGBD sensors enable 
robot to detect obstacles precisely



Multi-sensor fusion SLAM algorithm

It can run efficiently in complex and mixed 
scenarios such as restaurants.

It can realize centimeter-level real-time 
positioning and high-precision map 
construction.

It adopts a combination of various sensors 
such as vision camera, lidar, IMU, encoder, 
RGB depth camera and ultrasonic radar.



Anti-sunlight solution

Table number entry

Multi-map scenario

VIP room notification

App calling

Bill recognition

8m high-rise
indoor venue

voice package
customization



Aviation-grade aluminum
alloy, stable structure

All-aluminum frame

2*INTEL® REALSENSE™ RGBD 
sensors ensure safety of 
obstacles avoidance

3D obstacle avoidance

New generation radar, 
efficient SLAM mapping

Lidar

The new visual solution, 
precise positioning

Visual positioning

100L large space
Pop-up aluminum cabin

Enclosed cabin

Easily dealing with various bumps on 
the road, stable movement

New suspension

https://ldrtech.page.link/lorabots-pudubot-box


Machine size

PuduBot Box

Machine weight

Machine material

Charging time

Battery lifetime

516 x 500 x 1228 mm

Cruise speed

40 KG

ABS/Aviation-grade aluminum alloy

4 hours

13 - 24 hours

0.5 - 1.2 m/s adjustable

Tray load 10 KG / layers

Product Specification



Include: Restaurants, Hotels, Nursing Homes, Offices, 
Hospitals, Shopping Malls

PuduBot Box could be widely used
in commercial environment
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With the recent outbreak of Covid-19, we strive to provide an 
integrated smart-tech solution via a suite of enterprise robots 
to assist our frontline staff, healthcare workers & volunteers in 

combating the novel virus. 

Our solutions are brought into
Singapore exclusively by LDR Pte Ltd to

Enable frontline staff to carry out their duties whilst 
minimising physical contact with others

Provide management full visibility of all robots & 
devices deployed in the premise

Monitor the health status & movement of staff who 
were deployed & Covid-19 patients housed across 
various facilities

Allow those who’re quarantined/isolated to reconnect 
with their loved ones or receive professional help from 
doctors digitally



If interested or have further enquiries,
please feel free to contact Kelvin at:

or LDR at:
enquiries@ldr.sg+65 6255 4645

+65 8468 2914


